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Stat 1040, Fall 2004
 

Midterm 2, Nov 9
 

Please show your work. The test is out of 100 points and you have 75 minutes, so budget your time 

accordingly. 

1.	 I buy 24 eggs from a local store. Unknown to me, 7 of the 24 eggs contain salmonella. If I 

choose 4 eggs at' random from the 24 to make a quiche: 

(a) (3 points) What is the chance that none of the 4 eggs contains salmonella? 
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(b) (3 points) What is the chance that at least one of the 4 eggs contains salmonella? 

" (c) , (3 points) What is the ,chance that all of theA eggs contain salmonella? 

2.	 (7 points)'All'othet'things 'being equal,' whiCh is more accurate, taking'a simple random 

sample of 300 eggs from a farm that produces 6,000 eggs daily, or taking a simple random 

sample of 400 eggs from a farm that produces 12,000 eggs daily? Explain. 
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3. (7 points) A health inspector buys 10 one-dozen cartons of a farm's "large'AA" eggs from a 

store (so she gets 120 eggs). Is this a simple random sample of eggs from the farm? If not, 

what sort of a sample is it? Explain. 
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4. (7 points) Suppose that 26% of all the eggs from a particular farm really do contain salmonella. 

The acceptable value is, 25%. According ,to the law of avecages"to get thehest chance of 

detecting this problem, should a health inspector sample 400 eggs or 1600 eggs? Explain. 
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5.	 (15 points) Suppose that 26% of all the eggs from a particular farm really do contain 

salmonella. If the- inspector, decides tosample-1600,Bggs, ,fu:J.d -the chance ,that more than 

25% of the sampled eggs will contain salmonella. 
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6.	 (15 points) A health inspector visits a local egg farm. She takes a simple random sample of 

400 "large AA" eggs and finds that 68 of them contain salmonella. Find a 95% confidence 

interval for the percentage of the farm's "large AA" eggs that contain salmonella. 
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7.	 The average weight ofthe 400 "large AA" eggs (question 6) is 1.45 ounces, with an SD of .22 

ounces. 

(a) .(15 ,points) Find an approximate .95~ confidence .inter:valJor.theavecage weight of all 

the eggs at that farm.
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your answer in part a) to be valid? Explain. 
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(c)	 (15 points)'Approximat,elY, whatpercentage"'of the sampled eggs had weights in your 

interval for part a)? (Again, I'm looking fora calculation, not just a guess). !fyou were 

unable to find an answer to part a), use the interval 1.43 to 1.47. 
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(d) (5 points) Did you have to assume that the egg weights followed the normal curve for 

your answer in part c) to be valid? Explain. '1 fL <; ~ Be-ccu.A.-s <L WQ... 0;&£ 
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